
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
  
 

          
 
  
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Maths 
In Maths we will be learning: 
*multiplying using the Grid method 
*adding and subtracting money for change 

*division using repeated subtraction and 
chunking 
*bar graphs 
*identifying fractions of objects 
*telling the time using analogue clocks 

*2D and 3D shapes 
We will be continuing to work on our mental 
strategies through our daily sessions of CLIC 
and on our resilience with problem solving.  

 
 

English 
In English we will be learning: 
*fronted adverbials with commas 

*writing a losing tale, focusing on characters and 
settings.  
*explanation marks. 
*using present and past tense correctly and consistently. 
*wring an explanation test linked to our learning in 

DT/Science 

 

Geography 
In Geography we will be: 
*where do we come from? 
*how did our families end up in Crawley? 

*Name and locate countries and cities in the 

*UK and Europe 

*Map skills 

*Use maps, atlases and globes 

 Ways you can help at home. 

 Please hear your child read everyday for 10 minutes. 

 Home reading books can be changed on a Wednesday when we have our library time.  

 Please make sure full PE kit is in school, including a tracksuit, every day. Long hair should be tied back for PE and earrings must be removed; including 
warm out door kit for the winter  

 Please make sure all clothing and property is named.  

 If you have any concerns or questions, please speak to your child’s teacher. 

 

Autumn Term 2 2019 – Year 3  

Marvellous Me 
 

 

DT 
In DT we will be: 

*designing and producing a Healthy Lunch 
including a snack and drink 

*learning the appropriate skills needed to 
prepare safely our meals.  
 

Computing 
In Computing we will be: 
*learning about Internet Safety using 

PurpleMash. 
 

PE   
Our outdoor PE focus is Tag Rugby. 
Our indoor PE focus is Dance (Damson class will have 

swimming). 

Science 
In Science we will be: 
*exploring Animals including humans and the nutrients 
we get from food.  

 

Trips and Visitors 
*Visits to the local Tesco for Market Research 


